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Surveying by Suunto
Mike Warton.
(all qualities desirable in the subterranean situation). There are no screws to
turn, no bub~les to center and nothing to
adjust! It is but a one-hand operation!
Within the instrument, all moving parts
are immersed in liquid of which will not
freeze in the Alpine to Arctic conditions
or evaporate in Tropic to Arid conditions.
The liquid dampens all undue scale
vibrations and allows a shockless movement of the scale card. In three-dimension~
al applications such as a cave survey, two

Upon returning from a Mississippi to
Mexico trip (spring 1977), I first learned
of a fine optical surveying device called
the Suunto. Two members in our party had
been involved in the difficult exploration
and final push on Sumindero Yochib (Chiapas). The usage of this instrument in
severe conditions came up as a topic of
discussion, where by we learned many
aspects of its efficiency. At this time,
European cavers were fast after it as well.
The Suuntos were out of my reach for
considerable time as well as many of our
friends due to the cost. My first Army
Brunton had been demolished in a breakdown collapse and I'd purchased another
only a f~w months before. In time ahead I
had a few encounters with the instruments
on survey trips, becoming impressed
enough to . know I'd eventually own my own
set. When I finally made the purchase, I
felt about buying them as I had about a
new set of ascenders ..•.• you want fine
equipment; its worth the investment, and
you know from experience that it will last.
On that note (for those not yet familiar),
I'll introduce the Suuntos through
description and usage and give examples of
how I've used them.
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instruments are required. One is a
compass model designed for directional
readings, and the other is a clinometer
for the vertical angles. Each instrument
weighs slightly over four ounces: measuring
2 3/4 X 2 X 5/ 8 inch. The optical scales
·
are graduated in degrees from 0 to 90
degrees and from 0 to -90 degrees, and
similarly from 0% to ·+150%; 0% to -15~%.
A table of cosines is imprinted on the •
back of each instrument.
The compass model gives rea.dings from 0 to
360 degrees: The Suunto can be read
directly to one degree. One percent can be
estimated to 10 minutes or 1/5 of one
percent (applying to readings around the
zero level).
The accuracy in reading a Suunto relies
heavily on the marvels of stero scopic
vision (someone had their thinking cap ·;)n!).
~

The Suunto Optical Clinometer is a
precision surveying instrument which knows
no end to application above or below
ground. They continue to be manufactured by
the Suunto Company of Helsinki, Finland.
The Suunto is small, light weight, hand
held (operated~, of rough corrosion
resistant construction, afl,d easy to read
19

At one end of each instrument is a round
window viewer. Holding your instrument
either horizontal flat or 9n vertical side,
readings are taken with both eyes open. As
readings are usually taken with the right·
eye, stero scopic vision permits the crosshair to extend outside the viewer (optical
illusion) in a continuing straight line
by which lining up a station mark is made
easier.
The supporting hand must not obstruct
the vision of the other eye. The reading
eye (right) reads the scale through the
optics and/or the side window which faces
to the left. The instrument ·is aimed at an
object by raising or lowering it until
the hair line is sighted against the point
to be measured. Simultaneously, the scale
gives the reading. When surveying the cave,
both instruments along with a penlight
I
(Tech N' Lite) may be worn conveniently
from
neck cords. In some horizontal
shots, the scale card may not spin free if
the shot has great vertical angle, and
surveyor tries to tilt the instrument
enough to cross-hair the shot. The surveyor must then pick a point directly over
the station, high enough to let the scale
card spin free, and use for taking the
directional reading.
In my .own experience, I have found that
using the Suunto for surveying caves has
been not only a great time saver as
opposed to the Brunton, but also tends .to
be considerably more accurate in the overall survey picture. The Suunto is available
in several different models - differing
in scale card types only. Suuntos which
are interior lit (illuminated) with Tritium
(no radiation hazards) are also available
which can eliminate having to light up the
instrument for a reading.
When sighting in on a station mark
(particularly in wet caves and for long
distance shots) we have used cylume light
sticks to point to or mark by glowing line
th~ stations which worked out nicely. It
beats the old "light on station 11 and
"pencil marked X route" when the passage
gets nasty. Below is a typical example of
how I record my survey data. It, like this
article is not meant to be taken in as an
all inclusive scope. It is but merely an
example of my own work by which I get my
own results, which could be used to compare
in alternate routes/methods.
The use oi small penlights (particularly
the small model "Tech N' Lite") is very
useful in lighting your instruments if they
are not treated in Tritium. After the s~~

vey readings are taken and ausually weary
group., returns to the . surface ,; . a lot of. ·
cavers I . know head · to the glove compartment
of their vehicles for ,a small cal'cula~?;t:" or
computer to tally up figures . fo:t; the benefit ·of those wanting to know the usual . ,
"how much passage did we' survey" or' "ho~ .
far down were we". This ·is . a.J.l well . :and . :
good' however' .mistakes are 'often made 'by . .
tired surveyors. I've always preferred to.
reduce data at the same time that I act"u..:.
ally draft a plot line horizontally and/or
vertically of the cave. Experience in the.
job situation as a draftsman for eight ,
years had left me with a table, parallel ..
bar, etc. (basic tools all serious ~urvey
ors need to have/should have at their disposal). As the scale is selected and the .:·
plot line begins to go down on paper, the
parallel bar is used as a control ' device
for the horizontal plane or by stringi~g .
the parallel bar vertically for tbe verti~
cal plane. Then simply applying a:. sma.l l .
protractor, taking care to match up the .,.
flat side of protractor to horizontal control line, plot lines from readings c~n b~ 
located working from station to station, a
common mapping method.
With a vertical scale drawn
in to one
side - vertical data becomes automatically
reduc~d. as you go back mentally through
each station setting distances to scale.

Thus, the use of the parallel bar permits ·
a look at depth below entrance at any point
along the plot line. In this procedure.
I find that it is easier to work from

as heterophoria. This can even vary in
time and can be dependent on different
factors too. In order to be sure that this
phenomenon does not affect the accuracy
of readings, the surveyor should check
for this possibility by taking a reading
with both eyes open then with the free
eye closed. If the reading does not change
appreciably there is no disalignment of
the eye axes, and both eyes can be kept
open. Should there ' be a difference in the
readings, one has to keep the other eye
closed and to sight partly past the
instrument body making use of the optical
illusion.
Although the material of the case
is not attacked by sunlight or water, the
viewer window has been known to become so
fogged with condensation that readings
cannot be seen. I experienced this while
surveying along the Sirion river of
Sorcerer ' s Cave. Once removed from the
water and humid environment, the window
cleared and the instrument was apparently
unaffected.
Suuntos are ruggedly constructed and are
durable, but abuse can break them. They
should be treated as a precision instrument
and never thrown against anything with
force nor tossed down the passageway floor
to another caver. I can remember a few
Brunton mirrors being broken from bogus
stunts like that.

memory and figure whether· or not mistakes
could have been made and the likelihood
of such areas. A similar procedure for
figuring the horizontal distance of angular
surveys is easily done measuring across
the vertical control lines and matching
them to directional readings (with ~ protractor) for the horizontal of plan view
of the map.
As either the vertical/horizontal plot
lines are c.runpleted, then I will go back
and use a calculator/computer and tally
figures bumping them against plot lines
(scale figures) to see if they match. It
they· don 1 t, I find it 1 s usually pretty easy
to search out likely spots of deviation.
In re-surveys that were done by Suunto,
deviation seems to be always less than 5%
and usually only 1% to 1~% (if that much)
as.suming all measurements conform to the
originals without a major mistake. Some
care and foresight are necessary and must
be taken in the selection of stations in
that the instruments must be read as near
to the line of level and vertical as the
previous station selected.This is usually
done by an experienced chainman, all he
has to do in selecting station marks
is to pretend that he will also have to
be the one who takes the readings from
the sights or marks he has selected.
The only problems I have seen to date in
using the Suuntos is that not everyone
sees the same! The axes of the eyes of some
people are not parallel, a condition known
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REAL TIME SURVEY
Orion Knox
in bright colors, felt-tip pen, standard
surveyors notebook (waterproof is best),
calculator with trig functions (a slide
rule may be used but there is a greater
chance for error), a drafting surface, a
minimum drafting kit including six-inch
scale, small protractor, six-inch straight
edge or triangle, two mechanical pencils
(one with 2H or 3H lead for plotting and
one with F lead for sketching), small lead
sharpener, soft eraser and erasing shield,
and a supply of cross-section paper.
·
Most of the drafting supplies except for
the drafting surface can be carried in the
shirt pockets. Most of the remaining items
will fit in a side pack. The only bulky
items are the drafting surface and . survey
poles. All of the equipmentcalled for should
be familiar with the exception of the
survey poles and a suitable drafting surface. For a drafting surface I have found .
an 18 by 24 or 24 by 24 inch piece of one
quarter inch Masonite very useful. It is
rigid enough, . not too bulky, resistant to
moisture and can be used on one's lap.
The survey pole is a device I developed to
serve several functions. It is constructed
of one half inch PVC pipe (see sketch). It
consists of a two- and three-foot section
of pipe with caps on one end of each section and a coupling permanently attached
to the three-foot section. The two-foot
section can be inserted into the coupling
to form a five-foot pole. Reflective tape
is wrapped · at the coupling and on the cap
of tpe two-fotl't section. The pole is multipurpose. It provides a stable support from
which the instruments can be read, it
provides a standard height at two, three,
or five feet from which to read and sight
the vertical angles and from which to
measure the sight distance,
in sloping
passages it helps in reading the azimuth
with a Suunto and it is a good measuring
pole to use in rapidly estimating distances
to walls, formations and ceilings. There
are two reasons for the two piece construction. One is portability. It can be
carried in a suitcase or backpack as well
as carried through a small passage. Secondly, it can be used effectively in passages with low ceilings. The procedure
followed in an RTS differs little from the
in-cave and at-home activities undertaken

The end product of a successful cave
survey is a pleasing graphic representation
of a geologic feature which will provide
sufficiently accurate detail to understand the extent, nature and complexities
of a particular cave. Although this may
seem a complicated definition for a cave
map, it is what should be strived for by
every speleocartographer.
Cave surveys are accomplished in many
ways and for many uses. They may range from
the most basic, which may be a simple
sketch conveying a rough image for a fellow
caver, to an engineering and geologic
representation for a complex, scientific
undertaking. A "Real Time Survey", the
subject of this article, falls somewhere
in between as do most cave surveys undertaken. It has several advantages over other
types of surveys as well as limitations to
its use.
The principal advantage to a Real Time
Survey (RTS), is that it can result ' in a
very accurate map with considerably more
information and detail than is possible
with other conventional cave survey techniques. By its nature it also discloses
errors as they occur rather than back home
at the drafting table. Briefly stated an
RTS is the obtaining of instrument data,
making the necessary calculations, plotting
the information and making detailed
sketches to scale in a continuous operation.
An RTS is particularly suitable to the
survey of caves with large passages or
rooms with complex arrangements of cave
features such as formations or breakdown.
It is also useful where development considerations dictate very accurate delineations of features such as walls, streams
and cave formations. The author has used
the RTS method with considerable success
in Natural Bridge Caverns, Texas; Gruta
dei Palmito, Mexico; and Harrison's Cave,
Barbados, West Indies. Due to the nature
of an RTS, it would not be suitable in
very wet and muddy conditions, crawlways,
and vertical caves.
The equipment used in an RTS is standard
cave surveying equipment for the most part.
I use a pair of Suuntos for azimuth and
vertical angles, a fifty-foot fiberglass
tape, two survey poles, which will be
described later, surveyors flagging tap&
22

horizontal distance is next scaled in and
sketching between these two stations begins.
It helps if a person remains at each
station as a reference and the sketcher is
free to work between the points. During
the sketching the survey poles can be used
to quickly and accurately measure distances
to objects to be sketched and to measure
the objects themselves such as boulders.
Depending on the scale chosen, there is no
limit to the amount of detail shown and
since it is being sketched in place voids
in the map detail do not occur. The commercial section of Natural Bridge Caverns
was plotted and sketched .at a scale of one
inch equals ten feet and the final map is
fourteen feet long.
I have marked stations with a felt tip pen
on flagging tape which can either be picked up or temporarily left in place for
future reference. There are vivid colors
available which make spotting stations easy
and help in sketching if some one cannot
stay at the station.
At the conclusion of a day's survey one
should have a map ready to be traced in
ink in final form with no further work
required. In the case of a large cave, the
individual sections of map can be spliced
together and the final layout determined
before inking.
There does not seem to be an ideal survey
crew size although three seem to work well
together. It can be undertaken with two
persons as Jan, my wife, and I worked on
the commercial section of Natural Bridge
or in the case of Gruta del Palmito four
or five persons with Coleman lanterns
helped in sketching huge rooms. One critical factor in selecting a survey· crew is
patience. There are long gaps of time
between stations as the sketcher works and
an impatient crew can become very bored
and rebellious. It would be sadcindeed to
read in a future issue of the TEXAS CAVER
of a sketcher found hanged from a formation. ·
A deviation from the sequence indicated'.
above which can be used in an RTS is to
gather the basic data, leave the survey
stations established, plot the data on the ·
surface and return to the cave for the final
at scale sketching. Both sequences have
worked well depending on circumstances.
A Real Time Survey is a useful method of
cave surveying where accurate and complete
details are needed or desired and works
especially well in large p·a ssages or rooms
with complex features. It is a time consuming method and not suited for difficult
cave conditions.
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in most other cave surveys except that it
all occurs in the cave. To begin with some
basic information needs to be known about
the cave before you start. The trend, size,
lenght, etc. will all have to be taken into
consideration in selecting a scale and
starting point on the cross-section paper.
If the cave is large or if several trips
will be required to complete the survey,
it will probably require the preparation
of several maps of smaller sections of the
cave to be spliced together before final
drafting.
Once a scale is established and you have
all your equipment at the cave and ready
to go, it is a simple although time consuming process of data gathering, plotting
and sketching to scale. For accuracy of
sketching, stations should be kept close
together, no more than 50 feet, and in
larger rooms lopp surveys are preferred so
that no part of the cave will be more than
50 feet from a station. The basic data is
gathered and recorded in the surveyor's
notebook. At the same time the vertical and
horizontal distances are calculated and
recorded and the azimuth converted to
bearing if necessary.
Using one of the grid lines of the crosssection paper for magnetic north the plotting begins. The protractor is placed on
the station witp one edge aligned with a
grid line and direction i~plotted. The
23

The Plane Table
Jimmy Schroeder
scaled and drafted on the paper. When we
have exhausted all the points we can reach
from this station, we move to the next
station and set up the table again . The
entire procedure is repeated until everything in the room has been placed on the
paper. Everything in sight can be drawn to
exact scale. Every rock, boulder, formation,
and curve in the wall can be represented
with a great degree of accuracy.
It is very easy to see that this type of
cave mapping is not for everyone or for
every cave. It is for the caver who is interested in producing a map with a high
degree of detail and high accuracy. It is
a very time consuming project. The two of
us would spend the entire day in one room
mapping the walls, size of the large
boulders, and formations with a very high
degree of accuracy. Actually more than is
really necessary for any cave. This is
something that we enjoy doing as the
ultimate reason why. As of today, only
the commercial trail has been surveyed in
this manner, but we plan to take the plane
table into the wild sections and survey the
larger rooms where all the better formations
are found. A true labor of love for two
nutty cavers.

If you are one of the diminishing few
still using a Brunton, have you ever wondered what the small screw in the bottom of
the case is for? It is used to convert the
Brunton into an alidate. A what? An alidate
is sort of a table mounted transit used in
land surveys, drafting the map right in
the field.
The Brunton Company sells a plastic template (shown in the drawing) that the

BTunton fits into. The small screw in the
bottom of the Brunton is removed and replaced with one with a larger head. This
large head fits into the smaller hole in
the template and keeps the Brunton from
moving out of position. The Brunton alidate
is then used on a plane table. A plane
table is a large wooden drafting surface
mounted on top of a special tripod with a
ball-type head that enables the table to
tilt in any position. I was lucky enough
to find a plane table tripod in an Army
surplus store some years ago for only a
few dollars, and it sat around in my room
for years until James Jasek asked me to
help him survey Inner Space.
Here is how we made use of this survey
instrumeat. We spent one entire weekend
surveying the commercial trail with a
transit. Once this was completed, we had
a very accurate survey to base the rest of
the map on. The plane table is positioned
over the station, then a particular point
on the drafting paper is picked out and
this spot is positioned exactly over the
survey station with the aid of a plumb bob.
A straight pin is stuck in the table over
the survey point. The Brunton on the plastic
alidate is then positioned on the pivit
point and the surface of the board is
leveled and oriented north. A north arrow
is placed on the drafting sheet. As a
double check we sight to the next station
and the station behind, and mark these
positions on the paper. The shadow method
is used to determine the azimuth and the
distance is measured with a tape to each
point in the cave. The distance is then

Here is how we used the plane table in a
low part of the cave. The legs allow the
table to be set all the way down to the
floor if necessary . Photo by James Jasek .
24

Close Encounters With The Third Dimension Of
The Cave Survey
Roger Bartholomew
On my first cave surveying trip I was asked
to operate the Brunton Compass. The leader
of the trip was not interested in taking
vertical measurements, so the only readings
the survey team had to take were the
azimuths (compass bearings) and the chain
(the horizontal distance between the survey
stations). However, the time eventually
came when I was on a cave survey where
vertical measurements had to be taken. I
had thought that the inclination angle (~)
from the Brunton inclinometer was the only
additional data needed, but I was soon
jolted out of my ignorance. I was informed
that two other distances, the instrument
height (IH) and the light height (LH), had
to be taken and that the chain had to be
measured between the inclinometer pivot and
the center of the target light.
I was not sure what these distances were
so I proclaimed my ignorance. I was told
that when the Brunton's inclinometer is
positioned over or under a survey station
for the purpose of taking the vertical
inclination angle, the distance from the
pivot bearing of the inclinometer arm to
the survey station is the instrument
height (IH). Furthermore this instrument
height (IH) is recorded as a positive
number in the survey book when the Brunton
is above the survey station and as a
negative number when the Brunton is below
the station. (See figure 1.) Similar~y when
the light man puts the target light over
or under ·a survey station, the distance
from the center of the light to the survey
station is the light height (LH). Again
the light height (LH) is recorded as a
positive number in the survey book when the
light is above the survey station and as a
negative number when the light is below the
survey station. (See figure 1.) The chain
is measured with the survey tape. It is the
distance from the inclinometer pivot to the
center of the target light. Furthermore
the chain (C) is always recorded in the
survey book as a positive number. (See figure 1.)
After I learned how to measure these
distances and how to record them in the
25

survey book, I could then go ahead with
the survey work, but I still did not
understand how to use all the numbers to
calculate the vertical or z coordinate of
the survey station. To satisfy my
curiosity I had to sit down with a pencil
and paper and wrestle with the geometry
and the trigonometry of the various cases.
First of all I had to review what is
meant by the depth of a survey station,
that is, what is its z coordinate. Every
station can have a z coordinate which
indicates its height above or below a zero
depth reference station. This zero depth
reference station is sometimes the first
station of the cave survey and is usually
located at the cave entrance. It has a z
coordinate of zero. (For example: station
#1, z=O meters) If any other cave survey
station is above the zero reference
station then it has a positive z coordinate.
(For example: Station #123, z=l5.3 meters)
If a cave survey station is below the
level of the zero reference station, it
has a negative z coordinate. (For example:
station #56, z=-93.7 meters)
When there is a change in depth between
two survey stations, this change in depth
(DZ true) can be calculated from the survey
data. This change in depth (DZ true) is of
a form so that when it is added to the z
coordinate of the reference survey station
the resulting number will be the ~ coordinate of the target station. That is:Z(target
station)=Z(reference station)+DZ true. If
DZ true is positive, then the target
station is at a higher level than the
reference station. If DZ is negative, the
target station is at a lower level than the
reference station. For example: if the ~epth
or z coordinate of reference station #43 is
z= -53.25 meters and the calculated DZ true
between station #43 and the next station,
say target station #44 is -6.71 meters,
then the z coordinate of station #44 is
equal to -53.25 meters+ (-6.7 m)
-59.96m.
The next step was to clear up in my mind
how to calculate the number: DZ true. By
using many examples, I convinced myself
that the formula: DZ true=DZ+IH-LH, when

=

DZ= chain X sin 4, would work in every
case. I found that I had to keep several
things in mind in order that the formula
would work correctly. First, the numbers
DZ,IH and LH can be either · positive or
negative numbers and they must be
substituted into the formula as such.
Second, since the chain is always a
positive number, the sign of the vertical
inclination angle (S) determins whether DZ
is positive or negative. Third, the sin~
does not mean the sign of the vertical
inclination angle. Sin Q means that for a
given angle 9 there is associated a number
which must be looked up in a table of sines
or found from a scientific calculator.
Fourth, this number, sin 8 , is positive if
the vertical inclination angle is positive
and is negative if the vertical inclination
angle is negative.
To illustrate the procedures that I
learned, I have given three examples of
typical situations which can arise during

the course of a cave survey. Included in
each example are ; the survey data, the
formula for DZ true with the data
substituted in properly, and the answer:
DZ true. Anyone interested in learning the
use of the formula can work through the
calculations to ohtain valuable practice.
Difficult conditions and lack of time can
force a compromise in the precision and
accuracy of a cave survey. However, for some
caves, such as the ten deepest in Texas,
better vertical control might be of value.
To achieve this takes an efficient mapping
team, a good target light such as a penlight with a #222 bulb and a stable
tripod such as the "Spider" (The Texas
Caver, Vol. 15, Aug. 1970 , p . l47). But a
better understanding of what measurements
need to be taken and of how to take them is
the first step in achieving this close
encounter with the third dimension of the
cave survey.

A PROTRACTOR IN MILS
James Jasek
If you survey with a military Brunton that
has not been converted to degrees, this
mils protractor may be of some use to you.
Hany years ago I was given this rare item
and have never put it to use. The one I
have is a 12 inch model. I took it to a
local printer and had them shoot a negative
straight off the scale reducing it by SO%.
l.fuat you see here is actually a print from
a positive making it appear as a negative
on the printed page. If you take this page

to a prin~er in your area and ask them to
shoot you a negative of this very page,
you will end up with a clear piece of film
showing the numbers as black letters. You
can then cut it out and use it to draft
your maps. If you need a better black print
than the printed page, send me a 20¢ postage stamp, and I will send you a photographic print straight off the negative.
James Jasek; 1019 Melrose; Waco, TX 76710.
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Thoughts on Surveying Pits
Bill Steele
If you have never surveyed a pit, you
may think it is harder than it is. Oft
times it's little difference than horizontal caves. Most cave surveyors these days
use thirty meter tapes. Some fifty. So if
the shaft is less than that deep, then it
is possible to do it in one shot and be
done with it. If it does not allow a line
of sight, then put a stat ion half way down
and take the instrument readings from the
top first, then backsight from the bottom
back up to the mid-point.
Long freefall shafts are usually measured
by measuring the rope. Knots are put on the
bottom, and a piece of tape, a knot, the
end of the survey tape, or something at
the top. Then as it is derigged, a tape is
passed alongside it. I bought a 400 yard
length of thin copper wire at a craft store
supply in Austin for less than $4 (1977$).
We used it in the survey of Hoya de Guaguas.
It was about the size of a fist on the
spool. To measure the wire back in Austin,
we pounded two nails into asphalt exactly
300 meters apart (Kirkwood Rd.). We tied
the wire off and wrapped it around the
nails more than six times for the high side
depth. Then we taped the overage.
Long drops against the wall are usually
surveyed by climbers in tandem as a two
person survey team. When two on a rope is
not possible, often a person finds a place
to hold onto or clip into the wall, main~
taining a safety on the rope. The other
climbs up and they take turns while surveying. You have got to figure every pit out
individually. There is always some way to
do it.
A trick used in free falls is dropping a
pebble to find the -90 degree vertical spot.
I would not recommend this above 25 meters.
There is no azimuth, obviously. In multidrop caves there are a lot of steep compass
shots. Reading a Suunto (and heaven forbid
a Brunton) is tricky as veterans will
testify. Unless a split plastic tube is
secured onto the compass both top and
bottom, which almost none have, then the
compass reader needs to look up and down
many times to get an accep-t able reading.
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In Huautla, we wondered how accurate our
survey really was since most all of our
shots were done this way. We held our
breath when we made a connection and closed
a large loop. We had the data to know the
truth • .We reckoned the reason the error
was so minuscule was that we had dependable compass readers who take almost as
much time as the book person.
To relate some ramblings. While surveying
in Sumidero Yochib in Chiapas, Mexico, a
river cave with some loud sections, I was
keeping book in a two person survey team.
I had to have the smart end of the tape
because I could not hear the reading. For
the same reason, I had to have the instruments. That was less like a two person
and more like a one and three/fifths, two/
fifths person survey team.
A good general procedure is to have the
tape person,and the instrument person, and
the note person repeat all the readings.
Then say a loud "Correct" everytime! It is
surprising how many times they heard it
wrong. There have been times in Huautla
when I remember using a broken tape, say
two meters short. We would read the tape,
and a middleman would do the subtraction.
The note person would only take readings
from the middleman and not the other.
Though I remember an agonizing twelve
hour survey once when we religiously did
that and got by with it, we switched to
noting it boldly in the book and always
reading the tape as seen.
A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
I just went to Precipicio a couple of·
months ago. Believe it or not, it is
beginning to be trashed out with litter.
This great contrast to Palmito , yet so
close to it, is . being trashed slowly by
GRINGOS! It was American trash. Come on
folks. Sure it's hard to get up there. It
hurts! But take your damn trash home with
you.
Bill Steele
NSS 8072

How To Use
The Suunto

The Huautla
Asterisk
Bill Steele

George Veni
The complete Suunto survey instrument is
actually two separate units, the compass
and the clinometer. The method of reading
them is similar. In the case of the compass,
the instrument is held level in one hand and
the small window is placed up to the eye.
If the right eye is used, then hold it with
the right hand or vice versa. The reason is
that the other eye, unoccupied by the Suunto,
must be open and have a clear, unobstructed,
field of view. Let us assume the instrument
is to the right eye. Through the window,
this eye sees a rotating pin wheel, slowing
to a stop, and a vertical hairline in front
of it. The wheel is divided into 360 degrees.
While this is going on, the left eye is
looking at the survey station. Now the
following takes a bit of getting used to.
You must mentally merge the two different
images, so you see the hairline on the
station and read the large number degree
increment on the wheel that lines up with
the hairline and station. This is your
compass bearing or azimuth. The smaller
number (sometimes in red) is the 180 degree
reverse or backsight. The clinometer is
similar except that it is held perpendicular
to the ground and instead of moving your
head (and instrument) left and right to
locate the station, you tilt it up and
down. The clinometer also has two scales on
it. You want the one on the left which is
degrees. The scale on the right is percentage.
In a cave, the Suunto needs illumination.
Some are made containing a glowing radioactive element to light it. These however,
are not sold in the U.S. What is . generally
done is to use the unoccupied hand to hold a
light that shines on the Suunto's face. ThJs
face has a large window, over the pin wheel,
which lets light in. Remember that a compass
works on magnetism and your electric light
or 4 inch steel carbide lamp reflector will
affect your reading. If you use a Premier
carbide lamp, dig out the small aluminum
reflector that was originally on it and you
are safe. If you must use an electric or
steel reflector, hold these lights away as
far as possible to avoid deflection. This
does not apply to the clinometer.

Orienting your sketch in cave mapping is,
of course, the practice of plotting the
passage sketch along with the compass bearings. Some people do this with a protractor.
In the Huautla caves this has not been
practiced due to the fact that it is too
time consuming. When deep down in multi~
drop caves time is of prime consideration.
The ideal survey team has a sketch person
who can transcribe notes, and maintain a
plan and profile sketches while keeping up
with the rest of the team. Or only has to
ask them to let him catch up infrequently.
The way we orient our sketch is by using
the Huautla Asterisk.
0

lfO
When a new page is turned to, the sketch
person quickly draws the above directional
asterisk, representing the points of a
compass. The sketcher glances at the
asterisk and sees where to plot the next
point. If the passage is say east trending
or 'west, in other words perpendicular to
the axis of the page, then put the 270
degree point at the top and plot accordingly:
Why orient the sketch? It lessens the
likelihood of error in the compass readings
by giving you some check. The sketcher can
know within ten or fifteen degrees what
the reading should be before it is given.
It gives a field sketch that is close to
representative of what the map will look
like. With the Huautla Asterisk, the sketch
can be accurately and quickly maintained.
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One more thing on magnetism and deflection.
Wire framed, rimmed or reinforced glasses
are a no-no. I have found that the safest
and easiest way to light up your Suunto is
.:with a Cyalume. This is a plastic tube with
two chemicals in it. Bending the tube will
allow the chemicals to mix, which produces
a bright green glow for about an hour, then
a progressively dimmer glow for up to
another five hours or so. The Cyalume is
packaged in an aluminum foil wrapper. Do
not discard the wrapper! Make a 3 inch
longitudinal slit in it, fold it back and
it serves as a reflector. The same procedure
can get up to an hour or two mor~ use out
of the dying Cyalume. Finally, strap it to
your Suunto with a big, heavy-duty, rubber
band (keep a couple extra in your pack just
in case) and you are ready to survey.
The true beauty of the Suunto is its ease
of use. You just stand there, look through
it a~d viola! Some people argue that
because of this method, the Suunto is not
accurate. This is true to a point. Like any
instrument, the Suunto is as accurate as the
person using it. Care must be taken to
ensure exact position over the station. A
Suunto can be tripod ~ounted, but it defeats
the purpose of using i4 which is ease. Some
cavers carry plumb bobs to maintain exact
instrument position over the station. It has
been my experience that with careful eyeballing, dropping a rock from the instrument, when in doubt and using a plumb bob
for long drops, my survey accuracy has only
had about 0.5% error. A good way to maintain
station accuracy is to pick stations the
Suunto can be easily placed on, under or
next to. Examples a~e tops of boulders,
tips of stalactites, nobs on the wall, and
manufactured markers of wood, plastic, mud
or rock.
Suunto extras! If you expect to use your
Suunto in a wet cave, I strongly recommend
you cover all seals with contact cement or
epoxy. It is really worth doing because
fogging Suuntos can be very frustrating,
especially if you have traveled far and
caved hard for many hours to get to your
survey area. (Ian Ellis of Speleoshoppe has
a new Suunto that has a small screw on the
side that enables the caver to flush water
through it for cleaning and fog removal.
The editor.) Another problem with Suuntos
is in reading a very large vertical angle
where the station is far above or below the
sight line. The merging views from each eye
will result with the station far above or
below the hairline. The compass cannot be
tilted up or down to merg~ the station onto
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the hairline because the directional pin
wheel, trying to stay level, will jam
against the Suunto body and not rotate freely to north. This problem can be remedied
by taking a small, clear plastic, inch long
tube, cutting it in half {lengthwise) and
mounting one half on top and the other half
onthe bottom of the Suunto's front end,
perpendicular to the line of ·sight. Incoming
light from the station will now be refracted
to allow accurate readings.
Suunto use is increasing. Their already
mentioned ease and speed are wonderful
assets, especially in places where a tripod
mounted Brunton compass would be difficult,
if not impossible, to use (certain crawlways
and threading water in Honey Creek Cave
come to mind). With a little caution and
care, the Suunto can be very accurate. It's
true that the Brunton on tripod is more
exact, but it is much slower and cumbersome for the little extra accuracy it gives.
A hand-held Brunton is even slower to use
and its accuracy, by todays standards, is
often unacceptable. The Suunto instruments
are also more compact, and much more rugged
than the Brunton, and a little cheaper too!
This is not an effort to downgrade the
Brunton, which is a very fine, accurate, and
durable instrument. Yet the caving challenge
is seeking the larger, more difficult cave
systems, where speed and technical versatility are essential. The Suunto is the
instrument that accepts and overcomes the
challenge.

A MEXICO MAP
There seems to be a little confusion over
the amount of land covered by the map of
Mexico that Joe Giddens has for sale as
advertised in the February issue. The map
measures 30X39 inches and covers only the
State of Coahuila. If you reread the map
description in the last issue and compare
this with a road map of Mexico, you will
see the actual area covered. As I said
before the overall detail of the map is
really something you have to see to believe.
There are hundreds of towns, ro&ws, trails,
l~kes, and mountains shown on the map.
Since this is a very old map, it can be
referred to when talking to old timers still
living in Mexico for directions. Order your
copy from Joe Giddens; PO Box 12938; Ft.
Worth, Texas 76116. You can call Joe at
(817) 737-2808 if you have any further
questions regarding the map. The cost is
$6 postpaid.

Mathematical Traverse Closure
Peter Yannone
The technique usually used by cavers to
check their traverses is by drafting them.
They draft up their field notes and if they
are able to arrive at the point from which
they began their traverse on paper, they
usually say "great" and go on from there.
But, there are times when you draft up your
traverse and whoops, you don't end up where
you started, or you don't end up where you
are supposed to when you have closed the
loop. Now, here's the question that faces
a lot of people. Was the mistake id drafting or did I make a mistake surveying? Or,
was the mistake in the notes? In other
words, where was the error?
The first step is a situation like this
is to run a mathematical traverse closure.
In fact, if one were familiar with the
system of running a mathematical traverse
closure, one would start there as soon as
the field notes were at home and ready to
work with because it's a very quick way to
find out if your notes are of any value or
not. The principles of it are simple. When
you draft up your field notes, what you are
doing is very similar to what you will be
doing with mathematics in the closure. When
you put your pencil to the paper, your
pencil moves a certain distance across the
paper right and left and it moves up and
down your paper taking you to your new
po~nt on each leg. You go a certain distance
over and a certain distance up and down.
Mathematically, you will be keeping track
of how much you move up and over and how
much you move down, back and to the left.
You use a system of rectangular coordinates.
But of course, when you bring your field
notes home, they are not written in
rectangular coordinates. You don't say, for
instance, that you went due south in the
cave and then went due west in so many feet
in each direction. Usually, you give a set
of'polar coordinates, in the form of an
azimuth, sometimes called a bearing, and a
distance. Brunton compasses which are
used fairly extensively in cave surveying
read an azimuth, that is,an angle between
zero north and 360 north. An azimuth of any
sort states the relationship and the movement, how much north to how much east or how
much south to how much west. It is the
ratio of northing and easting. Just like
when you plot on the paper and you set tne
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360 degree protractor on the grid paper,
you notice that certain azimuths carry you
further up the page and certain ones carry
you further across the page. Using a mathematical solution, the sine and cosine of
the azimuth will specify exactly what proportion one moves north/south and east/west
for any given azimuth. That is in proportion
to the distance one travels along that
particular leg of a traverse. If one keeps
track of the total distance one travels east
along all of the legs and if one keeps track
of the total distance one travels north, and
if one runs a full loop on the ground and
finishes one's survey at the point where
one began the survey,then the total distance you traveled north should equal the
total distance you traveled south. And the
total distance you traveled east should
equal the total distance you traveled west.
This is the basic principle of the mathematical system of closure.
The advantage to this system of closure is
that by running field notes through such a
system, you can see how close the closure
was. If you travel down a thousand feet of
legs of various azimuths and return to the
beginning and find out mathematically that
you have traveled one foot further east than
you did west and fourteen feet further north
than you did south, it would indicate that
there is an error of closure of 14.04 feet.
Normally, this is expressed as a ratio. In
this case the ratio of closure would be 71
to 1 (71:1). We all need to set different
standards for ourselves, but generally in
cave surveying one part in three hundred is
considered acceptable depending on the nature
of your survey. If after running a mathematical closure, you find out that the ratio
of closure is unacceptable, (ie. 1 in less
than 300) then it is back to the cave and
redo the field work. If the data is acceptable,
then all one needs to do is draft it. If
there is still something wrong when you draft
it, then it is because you drafted it
incorrectly.
In these above mentioned examples, I refer
to loops, but it is not necessary to run a
traverse loop to get the closure. One can run
an extended series of legs that start at a
known point and end at a known point. When
the relationship of the starting and finishing points (north/south, east/west) are

known, then simply compare the total distance
·traversed between those two known points. It
must equal the total northing and total easting of the leg that traverses between the two
known points. What is done in our traverse
computations on the table provided on the
next page is simply total up all the north,
east, south and west of all the legs and
check it either against our starting point
or a known finishing point. In order to help
you visualize some of these things, a
diagram is provided on the following pages.
A very handy traverse form is provided with
an explanation of each step, which can be
reproduced and used. This technique is
straightforward and simply done.
It is very common today to use a hand held
electronic calculator for performing these
calculations. One very -durable and inexpensive calculator is the Hewlett-Packard.
Hewlett-Packard makes many models. They are
all durable and easy to use and program. For
those of you who are already familiar with
Hewlett-Packard, there are programs available
from the author for the HP 25C and the HP 41C.
These programs, like the table, prompt you
for information, calculate the total N, E,
S and W and give you the final closure.
The following is an explanation column by
column of the information found on the table.
1. The first column is the leg number. The
first line should be skipped leaving room
for the starting coordinates prior to
traversing the first leg.
2. The second column is the slope distance,
abbreviated SD, the distance along the slope.
If you have a vertical angle the distance
you measure is along a slope. On level legs
a vertical angle is not needed, but in most
caves there is a need for the vertical angle.
3.The vertical angle in degrees. Degrees is
decimals of a drgree rather than degrees,
minutes, seconds.
4. Record the cosine of the vertical angle,
four decimal places are adequate.
5. By multiplying the cosine of the vertical
angle by the slope distance the horizontal
distance ls found.
6. Record the azimuth directly from the
survey instrument from 0 to 360 degrees, and
write it
in decimal of a degree. So, 45
degrees and 30 minutes would be written as
45.5 degrees.
7&8. In the next two columns we have the
sine and cosine of the azimuth. It will be
be either negative or positive and five
decimal places are adequate.
9. Multiply the cosine of the azimuth by the
horizontal distance which gives the north or
south movement for that p~ticular leg. A
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postive number will indicate movement north
and a negative number will be movement south.
The horizontal distance is always postive.
It is the cosine which could either be negative or postive based on the azimuth, and
that will determine whether the leg has
moved north or south.
10. The next column is the correction to
force closure north/south (explained later).
11. The east/west movement is found by multiplying the sine of the azimuth by the
horizontal distance. It will also be either
postive or negative~ indicating an east or
west movement.
12. This column is the correction to force
closure east/west.
13&14. These two columns are the corrected
north/south and east/west movements which
we will come up with after correcting the
traverse. After we have those computations,
we will be able to come up with the corrected
coordinates. For convenience, one can elect
any set of numbers as starting coordinates.
After the east/west and north/south movements of every leg have been computed, the
totals of the horizontal distances are
recorded in the total boxes on the botto~ of
the form. In the case of a loop, the total
south/north combination should be close to
zero and the total east/west movements should
be close to zero.
If the traverse is slightly off, but within
the tolerance of one in three hundred or
whatever tolerance you have set for yourself,
then for the convenience~ of drafting, you may
want to perform a mathematical forced
closure so that when the traverse is closed
the loop will be completed, this is where
the correction columns are used, just to the
right of the north/south movement and the
right of the east/west movement. The formula
for the correction is given on the table.
It is based on the proportion that the
horizontal distance of the particular leg
you are correcting is of the total distance
multiplied by the total error for either
north/south or east/west in the whole Y
traverse. The correction will either be
negative or postive and it is added directly
to the existing north/south or east/west'
movement to give the corrected movement.
Upon completion of this procedure, you
should be able to total all the north/south
movements and have the total add up to zero,
likewise with the east/west movements.
The data can be plotted on paper using
the coordinate system on grid paper counting
so many squares over, so many squares up.
By using a large number like one thousand
as a starting coordinate will help to

eliminate negative numbers during the actual
plotting of the survey. Then add each legs'
movements which are either postive or
negative and keep an accumulative total of
the movement. At the completion of each leg,
you will have a set of coordinates and these
will be the coordinates or that particular
point. The final set of coordinates will be
equal to the initial set of coordinates.

y

1

In the process of traversing, one leg
is added to the previous one. Leg
#2 would commence at the end of
leg #1. Running totals are
kept of the E-W and N-S
movements of each leg
which are the x and y
coordinates of the point
at the end of the
final leg. If the
traverse "closes",
then the final
coordinates will
match the initial
ones.

N
00

For any point: The east
or x coordinate is the
distance from the y
axis either (- ) or
(+). In this case

(+)

(-)

(+).

E- W Movement (+)

N-S movement (-)
cos(AZ)X(HD)

The north or y
coordinate is
the distance
from the x
axis either
(+)or(-).
In this
case (+).

(+)

(-)

If, due to
limited
surveying
equipment
(rather than
poor surveying)
the closing
coordinates do not
match the initial,
then each leg's movement N-S and E-W is
adjusted a certain amount
basfd on what proportion its
H.D. is to the total H.D. See the
traverse Closure form.

Example of a
60 degree AZ
leg (Ill) and a
255 degree AZ
leg (112) • Note
how the AZ determines the N-S and
E-W movement of the
leg. The sine and
cosine of the AZ will
be either (-) or (+) and
when multiplied by the H.D.
which is always (+) it will
indicate whether movement is (+)
or (-) direction from the axis.
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This information is
taken during the
actual survey in the
cave. HD = SD when
vertical angle =0.
For any leg the N/S
or E/W movement
correction is:

(0-~movem~nt)(HD legf~HD)

TRAVERSE AND CLOSURE
FORM

TOTAL HD.._
, _ _ _ __.1

'LHD

TOTAL NIS
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SURVEY FOR ACCURACY
James Jasek
Just about every caver that has ever
spent hours drafting a cave map has wondered how to improve the accuracy of the
survey. The answer to the question depends
on a lot of variables and ultimately on
how much effort the caver is willing to put
into the actual survey. As seen in this
issue, there are many different ideas on
cave mapping and just how it should be
done. I feel that it is a combination of
these ideas along with your own proven
methods that will produce the final and
accurate survey.
There are a few simple things that can
be done during any survey that will markedly increase the accuracy of the map. One
small piece of equipment that is often overlooked by the caver is the plumb bob. The
instrument man can use one to center the
instrument over the station. The person on

Barbara Johnston demostrates the aorreat
way to hold a target light above the survey
station with the aid of a plumb bob.
lead tape can use one to be sure the end
of the tape is right over the station, and
when the target light can not be right on
the station, a plumb bob will insure that
it right over the station when it is raised
above the station. On a long shot, it is
very easy for the target light to be several
degrees off. In level cave passage, a plumb
bob on each end of the survey tape can
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easily improve the distance measurements.
A companion to the plumb bob is a device
known as a Gammon Reel. It is a self winding take up reel for a plumb bob line. It
holds about six feet of line, and the reel
itself only costs about six dollars. They
are sold where survey equipment is sold.
Another simple procedure requires no
added equipment. This is an awareness by
every member of the survey team to be on
the lookout for errors in reading the tape,
errors in reading the instrument, and in
recording the data. This may sound simple
and not very important, but if the overall
attitude of the team is poor or to carefree, the mappers will come out of the cave
unaware they have poor data. The person
recording the data should repeat out-loud
the azimuth and distance as a double check
against transposed or misunderstood numbers.
For those that use a Brunton, care should
be taken during the reading of the azimuth
as the scale is often read in an up-sidedown position. It is very easy to mistake
sixes for nines and three for five. The
way around this is to always read the
numbers above and below the actual reading.
An azimuth between 180 and 200 could not
be misread as 160 instead of the real
azimuth of 190. A person simply reading
the scale with no regard to where the
needle is can very well read a wrong number
without realizing it and it would go unnoticed until the map was being drafted.
A real fun time to find an error.
Another piece of surveying equipment
that is not used as much today is the
tripod. This is due mainly to the overwhelming use of the Suunto. The tripod is
actually the one piece of survey gear that
will insure the greatest and immediate
increase in the overall accuracy of your
survey.
Even though I do not use a Suunto, I
have devised a simple way to mount one on
a tripod as shown in the photograph. The
Suunto slips into the holder and is held

in place by 'ball-joint' that screws into
the bottom of the holder. The 'ball-joint'
allows the Suunto to be moved in any position.

legs will not go all the way out. I took
a small Vivitar tripod apart and machiQed
these 'stops' off. Now the legs will go
all the way straight out. The photograph
shows an extreme set-up. So far, we have
not been in a situation where we could not
set up the tripod. In crawlways, the legs
extend all the way out enabling the tripod
to go all the way to the floor. I put a
hook under the tripod for a plumb bob.
This enables us to center the tripod over
the station no matter how difficult the
set up.
The converted tripod also doubles as a
very versatile camera tripod. All you need
to do is add a ball-joint for the camera,
and you will have a tripod that you can set
up in any position to get some of those
impossible pictures.

Another interesting device was sent to
me by Dave Belski, a New Mexico caver, and
it is one of the keenest ideas I have seen
in a long time. The small 'tripod' is made
from a piece of aluminum with three brass
screws for legs. The photograph shows how
this gadgit holds a Suunto • It allows the
caver a lot of flexibility in the positions
it can be used in. With this device it
would be easy to hold the Suunto against
a wall to take a reading from a very difficult station and still retain accuracy.

SPRING 82'
CONVENTION
The spring 1982 TSA Convention will be
held May 21 thru 23 at the Southwest Texas
College camp near \\limberly. Located on the
Blanco river and near good hill country
caving areas the camp was last used by the
TSA for the 1977 Convention. The San
Marcos cavers plan to make this the most
memorable TSA Convention of the 80's.
Events will start Friday evening with the
first annual Texas Underground Films Festival. Many fine examples of 70's Cinema
Oztotl will be screened. Events Saturday
will include riverine speleolympics, arboreal vertical contests, speleological presentations and new form of speleolopartyilogical endeavors. Saturday night will
begin with the traditional banquet fo11Jwed
by multi-screen slide shows, campfires,
hot tubs, saunas and the usual Saturday t
nite Woo-Ha. Sunday activities will be
dominated by the morning TSA meeting, the
accessibility of local caves, and the
beautiful river at camp. Restaurants and
stores with food and beer are about fifteen
minutes away in Wimberly. Please bring your
recent slides. More presentations for Saturday are also needed. For more information
contact: Andy Grubbs, Rt.2 Box 2794, San
Marcos, TX 78666 J (512) 392-3475 or Al
Ogden (512) 245-2329.

Jeff Johnson shows how easy it is to set up
a converted tripod. Notice how the legs go
straight out enabling the survey instrument
to be set up in any position.
The tripod I use is a converted camera
tripod. If you take a clos~look at your
own camera tripod, you will notice there
are 'stops' built into the head so that the
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Map Symbols

~

~

These official ~~CS survey symbols
were submitted by Peter Sprouse.

Passage walls

:_: ~.-:.: Lower level passage

CEILING SYMBOLS

------......

~ Sharp drop in ceiling, hatchures
~ point toward low ceiling

~ Breakdown walls

~-<

~

,.. ""

)-

Dome

r

~ Ceiling height

Bedrock floor

·•
...:·.,•::
~

Sharp drop in floor: down in
hatchured direction

a

FLOOR SYMBOLS

----

Unsurveyed passage

Pit or entrance drop

~~

Cross section of passage viewed

~

Depth below entrance (or datum)

~~in direction of half barbed arrow
~lland rotated to horizontal

Mud or clay
Sand or silt

'~

Gravel
Rounded stream cobbles

Height above entrance (or datum)
WATER SYMBOLS

~~

Direction and course of flowing
stream

Breakdown

~

Large breakdown, drawn to shape
and scale

- .. _?I Direction and course of inter-

-@

Guano

mittent stream
Standing water, lake or pool

~ Intermittent or relict pool

Pottery or other archeological
material

~

Sump (cross hatched)

~ Large stream or rapids

Slope: down in splayed direction
:~~~ Organic debris

FORMATION SYMBOLS

r-- . . Trail

Elowstone on floor: may indicate
slope contours with bulged side
downslope

Survey station, survey point
datum
GEOLOGIC SYMBOLS

Rimstone dams, drawn to scale
and shape when possible

Strike and dip of strata with
dip in degrees

Flowstone on walls
Stalactite

Vertical joint

Stalagmite

Dipping joint

Soda-straws

Fault: D side moved down relative
to U side

Colunm
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TSA REPORT/ Boerne
Patricia Herrera
TSA members present:
Joice Hooper
Randy Waters
Eric Short
Pat Copeland
Mike Walsh
John Spence
Dale Weisman
Daniel Rees
Bill Mixon
Dave McAdoo
Bill Steele

William Dean
Dan Arburn
Kurt Menking
Linda Palet
Larry Bible
Pete Strickland
William Russell
Terry Holsiger
Jerry Atkinson
Stephen Gregory
Janet Steele

• ~ ... .,..,..,. A

VMu..i

~ :·--,.~~
,, - '"· :i'" ••
/

The delegates were read and approved.
The minutes were approved as read.
OLD BUSINESS
There are three positions open in TSA and
volunteers were asked to speak to George
Veni. The positions are Publications Chairman, Safety and Rescue Chairman, and Conservation Chairman. John Spence has graciously volunteered to serve as Publication
Chairman.
NEW BUSINESS:
Discussion was opened on the date and
location of the 1982 TSA Convention. Results
of the discussion were that it would be
held in San ~~rcos on the 24th of May.
Private camping will be provided at the
college Camp. Meetings held at Southwest
Texas University and caving in Hays Co.
caves on Sunday.
Mike Walsh with John Spence are working
on a collection of 25 years of caving
cartoons. Mike asked for permission to
gather material in TSA name. No money was
needed to begin the project.
Don Arburn made a motion to grant permission, and it was seconded. The members
voted to grant permission.
Hike Walsh began a discussion of ways to
improve participation in the TEXAS CAVER.
A network of Grotto representatives who
would be responsible for encouraging
people to send in material was suggested.
Johanna Reese would gather the material
then forward it to the TC. Mike Walsh
would be responsible for a calendar of
events. Bill Russell would ,handle gathering material as was done in the TSS.
Randy Waters is the NSS Representative.
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Dave McAdoo made a motion to provide
funds not to exceed $25 for postage to
Johanna Rees to try the system. John
Spence seconded the motion and it was
passed unanimously. Jocie Hooper made a
motion that the TC no longer be limited to
a sixteen page issue. The Caver would be
a timely publication that could be used to
make announcements on time, and consist of
whatever material has been sent in at
an appointed deadline from the cavers.
Mike Walsh seconded the motion and it
was passed unanimously.
Discussion followed of the caves with
closed access. It was decided that the
committee or Task Force for cave relation
would make reports at meetings in the
future.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Send in a monthly report of any survey
material to Robert Hemperly who will
publish a monthly graph of all surveying
done in the State. Linda Palet moved the
meeting be adjourned, and Eric Short
seconded the motion. None opposed.

Publications Chairman
John Spence
How many of you can remember your fi~st
TSA meeting. I can since this was it. l-1y
first and only impression of the 'association ' at work. Because it is an a s sociation, we come together to share knowledge
of our common interest - caves. Those magnetic holes that attract us all.
How many of us can say that our knowledge of caves has not been improved by
this association with fellow cavers.
The existence of TSA is a reward in itself but we have to participate to discover
the true potential of the group. We all
spoke of ways to improve this organization
and better communications seemed to echo
alot (no pun intended).
The TEXAS CAVER would seem to be the
perfect channel for such needed communica-tions 1 and many members encouraged more
active participation from all. This
channel has been improved by the formation
of the Grotto News Network of representatives and hopefully by the appointment of
a new publications chairman. Due to my
experience in publication production, I
took this responsibility on myself. Should
anyone need assistance with any TSA related
publication please feel free to contact me
(512) 451-2374 or 458-9131 ext. 288 or
write to 6801 Esther, Austin, TX 78752.
Even with these 'structural' improvements we need your help to make it work.
No publication can maintain consistent
standards through the efforts of a few.
The TEXAS CAVER is only as good as its
contents and that can be aided by all of
us. Be it trip reports or project reports,
maps, pictures, comics, or announcements,
the more we share the more we all gain.

The TEXAS CAVER is the major source of information for a group that is making some of
the most exciting ·and important news in the
world of caving today. Our publication should
reflect that fact , and will with your help.
We are looking forward for your input and
assistance.
John Spence
TSA Publicat ions Chairman

TSA DUES
In 1981 the TSA constitution was changed
making the TSA a dues paying organization.
It was intended to increase the members involvement in policy making and make the TSA
a stronger organization. I'm afraid this
change also raised a lot of questions . An
explanation is in order.
The change took effect rather late in the
year. It was made retroactive to January of
1981. Dues paid anytime during that year
were made retroactive as well. The majority
of cavers registered at the Old Timers. The
people who registered beforehand had their
names put in a hat at the constitutional
convention and numbers were assigned as per
the drawing . Numbers were assigned in order
after that time.
As of January 1982 membership fees for
1982 came due. The fees are: $8.00 for
single membership, $10.00 for family membership and $2.00 for each additional family member over two cavers. TSA membership
includes a membership card with your TSA
number(which is a lifetime number) and a
subscription to the TEXAS CAVER.
Many cavers have not signed up for 1982
yet . In May at the TSA Convent ion in San
Marcos registration for membership will be
available. All those people who already
joined will receive their membership cards
then. Any cards not picked up at that time
will be mailed to your Grotto Representative or the individual's address. If you
can't attend you may want to have a friend
pick up your card. A membership list for
1982 will be published in the TEXAS CAVER
after the TSA Convention, so if you want
to join try and do it at the convention or
before by writing to Patricia Herrera ,
1404-B Kirkwood, Austin, Tx 78 722.
I hope this helps clear up some of the
questions on the membership changes. Hope
to see you at the TSA Convention. Remember, TSA is a "one caver, one vote" organization now.
Patricia Herrera

John Spence does a little caving (crawlin9J.

TSA Secretary/Treasurer
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WIZARD vffiLL PROJECT
Reported by: Mike Melot
For all those energetic vertical cavers
interested in testing all of their caving
skills Wizard Well will oblige you.
Niether I nor any other caver having done
Wizard Well has come out a ball of fire.
Probing within Wizard just for a quickie
takes six to eight hours. For a complete
tour of the cave (so far found) gets you
twelve to eighteen hours of enjoyable agony.
The highlights of the cave is the "Fantasy
Room". The room, guarded by an entrance
over a 20 foot pit, has speleothems ranging
from Warclubs to Butterflies, compared
equal to those in . Sonora Caverns. Packed
and stuffed with Curtains, Bacon, Recrystalized ' Stalactites, Stalagmites, Helectites,
Popcorn formations, Flowstone and Chirt
resembling various creatures we know of,
the "Fantasy Room" reminds me of walking
into a jewelry store.
..
TRIP 8: September 19-20, 1981
CAVERS: Vic Reese, Lance Rutherford, Kent
Bankhead, Paul Graham, Carl Bryson and Mike
Melot.
After getting off work at 12 am Saturday,
we drove down to the river and set up camp
for the non cavers. ·Putting us in the cave
at 5 pm is getting to be r~utine. We hung
the two pits to the "Junction Room" and set
off for the "Fantasy Room". Showing off the
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"Fantasy Room" .to new ·cavers is a pleasure, ·
but making sure to protect the formations
is a pain in the butt. The speleothems are
just packed in there, and going to the back
of the room is tricky.
After the sightseeing was over, we traversed over the Split Room pit and started down
Helectite Hall. On hands and knees and
belly most places, tpe tight squeeze pays
off. There are helectites hanging everywhere. The fissure type passage then opens
into chimneyable passage, sometimes over
40 foot pits. A ways back, the Column Room
makes a good resting point. Then back on
your hands and knees for a while till the
fissure really does a good one. It turns
into one of the funnest passages ever done.
With stepping stones sticking out everywhere, you walk and chimney your way thru
numerous feet of passage with white calcium
everywhere. The lighting effects are great.
Down at the bottom, sometimes as deep as
maybe 60 feet, is the old stream bed. The
fissure trends in the upper direction at
all times, breaking into a 15 foot diameter
dome room. At the top, you can just tell it
goes! But not this time. We made our way
out, finding the sunrise on Sunday morning.
After jumping in the sack for a few moments
of rest, my great dane dog woke me up to
pull out the mouthful of porcupine needles.
Very treacherous!
TRIP 9: September 26-27, 1981
CAVERS: Mike Warton, Dale Childers, Vic
Reese and Mike Melot.
Main purpose for this weekend trip, into
the bowels of the earth, was for diving the
sump at the bottom. Doing some photography
of Fantasy Room and checking out new leads
was also in mind.
Vic and Dale volunteered in escorting the
scuba gear in a 90 pound bundle to the sump . .
You could hear em cuss all the way out of
hearing range. Meanwhile, Mike and I got a
good accurate survey into the Sump Room~f By
this time Vic and Dale had the scuba gear .
ready. I got into the water first. tole then
relayed the tanks in thru the small crawiway. Mike then made his way in. Then with
a leaking valve on his tank and a rope in
one hand, he sunk out of sight. The bubbles
never stopped coming up. We waited pati.ently
for him to return. Finally· r~turning,
Warton's discovery was a seemingly bottom~
less pit in which he could see nothing.
After getting the gear bundled up, we started
the climb back to the Junction Room.
Having rested our bones for a while, we

I don't care to see it done again)~
The climb he did would make a cave cricket
commit suicide. While Neil and I caught our
breath and our hearts started beating
again, Vic checked out his latest discovery.
Waiting for Vic to return again, Neil and
I stood at the bottom of the dome. The next
experience was no pleasure. Breaking the
sound of silence was the familar sound of
falling rock. Narrowly escaping serious
injury, Neil and I found ourselves looking
back into· the Dome Room at the boulder on
the floor. It rested right where we had
been standing. Vic had gotten turned around
and came back over the pit, accidentally
bumping the rock. Neil and I carefully
threw Vic a rope. After doing a little
free climbing ourselves. He then rappeled
down. After telling us of finding the
biggest room in the cave and other pits,
we then departed. This trip more than
trippled the size of Wizard Well.

photographed the Fantasy Room. Then Warton
and Vic decided to have a look at the Dome
Room. Dale and I stayed to admire the
splendor of the Fantasy Room a little more.
Vic and Mike returned after not finding a
logical way to the top of the Dome Room. We
all wrestled the scuba gear to the entrance.
The bag looked like a mummey by the time
all the duct tape and rope was wrapped
around it to keep it from disintegrating.
This trip brought the total depth of
wizard Well to 388 feet making it the second
deepest in Texas, with over 700 feet of
horizontal passage surveyed.
TRIP 10: January 1-3, 1982
CAVERS: Vic Reese, Neil Whitmore and Mike
Me lot
The first trip of the New Year was a death
defying one. We first found ourselves at
the Pecos High Bridge of Amistad t Reservior
on Hwy 90. If you are ever there with your
vertical gear, check out the hole in the
wall to the west of the bridge, southside.
If offers a skylight drop with a magnificent
view of the river and bridge . . Kicking off
the face close to the bottom of the 75 foot
drop makes for a nice grown man's swing.
It's hell having so much fun trying to kill
yourselves. The next day, we went to
Wizard to hang the ropes and check out past
the virgin crawlway 300 foot mark.
At the start of the virgin lead, Neil and
I hoisted Vic up into the continuation of
the crawlway. After waiting for about 30
minutes, we got worried and went looking
for him. Leaving Neil behind to fight off
cave spirits, for the first time, was quite
an experience for him. I crawled and walked
thru. countless turns and c.limbs, finally
finding Vic on his way back out. Vic had
been coming back out for at least 10 minutes
only returning thinking we were worried.
Vic and I met i back with Neil and departed
from the cave. Time spent in cave was 6
h()Urs.
The next day we descended back into the
cave with hopes of some way to scale the
Dome Room. Arriving at the Done Room, we
rested awhile. Then Vic thought he would
climb up a ways and have a better look.
After climbing up some 30 feet, he rested
and looked around. Vic started climbing
again. Neil and I thought he was climbing
down. To our surprise, he went up some more!
Stopping about 50 feet from the floor he
rested again. With only about 30 feet more
to the top, Vic climbed the most gravity •
defying climb I have ever witnessed (and

TRIP 11: January 9-10, 1982
CAVERS: Bob and Jo Ann Osburn, Mike Warton,
Vic Reese and Mike Melot.
The night was going to be a cold one, so
the party decided to put all camping gear
in the Entran~e Room. By this time it was
5 pm.
Making the first drop, found me with a
little less hair, thanks to the rappel
rack. While working our way back to the
Dome Room, we stopped to admire the Fantasy
Room once more. Having done this, we proceeded back to the Column Room. Here we left a
first aid kit and some spare water. Arriving
at the Dome Room, we then ascended to the
Big Room and rested. The next thing on the
list · was to check out the leads to the back
of the Big Room. Following the joint out
of here leads over several pits. These
drop down to what looks like the old stream
bed. Vic and Mike dropped the most
prominent of the pits. Continuing out of
this (approx. 85 feet) pit leads to another
drop. This pit of about 65 feet leads down
to passage which pinches down to popcorned
crawlway. Tired and not feeling well, Mike
and Vic returned. Meanwhile Bob, Jo Ann and
I checked out upper leads. While the party
made the dome drop, Mike Warton and I
traversed over the Dome Pit to check out
the lead on the other side. Back there we
found a beautiful black stalactite about
15 feet long. Not having enough time, we
did not check out the fissure we found.
In the Big Room, the air flow is very
noticeable. One bat has been seen and guano
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in small amounts. To survey the latest
findings will take a lot of work and time.
Wizard Well leaves you in suspense with
every departure, and every trip in the cave
leaves more cave.
Think Deep!
TSA CAVING
January 30-31, 1982
Cavers: Jeff Johnson and Joe Anders
Reported by: Jeff Johnson
We arrived at Cascade Caverns around 10
Saturday morning. George Veni was organizing teams to go out and survey, and we
were assigned to Kirk Menking's team.
Our first cave was Christmas Cave. Once
we arrived in the area, we saw a new chain
link fence and expected the worst. We
asked a little old lady where the cave
entrance was and she pointed us right to
it (still accessible). Somebody is building
a house on top of the cave, and is planning
on using it for air conditioning. You
start off crawling for about 15 feet, then
the cave opens up into a large passage.
You stroll along for about 150 feet, then
it begins to pinch off. As you start to
crawl along, you crawl over the remains of
some dead critter (phew), then snake down
about 20 feet of narrow passage. At the end,
you can hear a stream, but trying to dig
there would be the biggest pain in the ass
imaginable. We surveyed back to the
entrance, and turned the results into
George when we got back.
There was plenty of time left, so we
stopped off at Kamikaze Cave. Strolling
past "No Trespassing" signs, we found the
entrance; a one by two foot split in the
rock. You chimney down about 20 feet, and
you are in a maze of passages that wind up
down and around. There weren't a lot of
formations, and to try to survey this cave
would be a nightmare. On the way out Jeff
found a big, black scorpion on the wall
we were climbing up. It's real comforting
to know that the wall your back is pressing
against is crawling with big, black
scorpions.
·
Back at Cascade Caverns, everyone was
going into the commercial cave. We took a
free $5 tour to the water fall, and were
tempted to check out the rest of the cave,
but we were in our camp clothes and didn't
feel like getting grubbed out. That night,
different folks showed so'e slides of
Carlsbad and Mexico, and got everybody
drooling over Mexican caves.
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We got up the next morning for the meeting. After the ceremonial bitching about
not enough material for :the TEXAS CAVER,
we went back into Cascade Caverns and into
the rest of the cave. It's sorta like being
in a sewer at first. There's some pretty
neat salamanders in a little pool as you
drop into that part of the cave. The rest
of the cave is a trip through mud land,
but there is this piece of flowstone that
"pulses" from water that flows down every
second or so. This passage ends after
about 200 feet in a pool of water. When we
came out, we ran into some cavers who
were going to dig by the salamander pool.
Bill Russell gave us directions to Austin
Caverns, so we decided to check it out.
It's been cor1verted into a sewer. We pulled
the lid off and dropped a rope down. At
the bottom of a 20 foot drop in a sewer
pipe, a side pipe leads to the old cave.
It was all plugged up with leaves and crap,
plus we saw several varieties of insects
equipped with semi-lethal defense systems,
so we decided to blow off any more poking
around in there. There is potential to dig
back under the sewer pipe and maybe
connect back up to some old passage, but
we'll probably wait for a dryer day
before we go back in there.
SILVER MINE TRIP
January 23-24, 1982
Cavers: Jerry Atkinson, Patricia Herrera,
Mark Minton, Bill Mixon, Patty
Mathes, William Russell, Lisa Wilk
Reported by: Jerry Atkinson

On our latest trip to the Silver ~tine, we
avoided entering the 'grey goo' passage by
using another entrance shaft 15 m away. The
manager of the property provided a hoist
for the rope tie-off which gave us a clear
20m drop into the shaft. We broke up into
two teams - one which surveyed from the
connection with the main stream passage
toward the Wiggle-Waggle, and one which~
surveyed from the Wiggle-Waggle toward the
main stream passage - we met in the middle.
The total distance turns out to be more '
like 400m than 500m as previously reported.
This section of the cave is a sinuous high
canyon approximately ~ wide and 3-4m high
with a shallow stream. There is an upper
level present, but it is intermittently
blocked with breakdown. The km upstream
toward the Meteor Hole still remains to be
surveyed. We came out of the cave into subfreezing temperature - which is always fun
to peel out of your wet suit in!
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and the depth of the water drops away, down,
down far beyond our range of sight. Large
fish over a foot long swam all around us.
Our own swim was incredibly exhilarating.
For the first time I could feel the life
and beauty of the cave below the water line.
Colors were completely different. \-layne had
believed the survey could be completed on
this trip. Little did we know.
Emerging through the sump, we detanked,
scrambled up the steep, slippery mud slope
and plunged into the web of dry upper
passage. Ceiling heights exceeded 20 feet
in places; sometimes we had to crawl. Soon
side leads led off of side leads and we
called a halt to our exploration to begin
surveying. We mapped about 450 feet of the· ..
dry passage (and through the Bano) to a
rock cairn. in a small room with three unsurveyed crawls taking off.
This section of the cave contained numerous
gardens of beautiful white formations.
Because of the constant humidity and temperature,
lack of air movement and absence
of visitors, the stalactites and helectites were often extremely delicate-literally hair thin. Here were two close caves,
Bustamante and Carrizal, possessing both
the most massive and most tiny, the most
fragile. Both so different, yet they leave
one awestruck just the same.

Sunday was spent talking to the owner about
Silver Mine legends, tales, blind donkeys,
buffalo, birds . •\ole had a safe and uneventful trip back to Austin, school and jobs.
La GRUTA de CARRIZAL, MEXICO
January 17, 1982
Cavers: Wayne Russell, Michael Sheffer,
Lawrence Cohen
Reported by: Lawrence Cohen
La Gruta de Carrizal, located some 20
miles north of its well known neighbor,
Gruta de Bustamante, is certainly one of
northern Mexico's most intriguing 'small
caves'. Situated at the base of an impressive, mile-high mountain, the cave and its
pleasing warm spring have attracted cavers
since before the publishing of ~~CS Bulletin #1, "Caves of the Inter-American Highway". An additional bonus of Carrizal is
thepleasant campsite within 50 yards of the
lower entrance. No wonder Carrizal has
earrted the reputation as a tourist and fun
cave - nice, but nothing new.
The original 1963 survey by Terry Raines
and Hilliam Russell ends at two sumps, one
cold water and the other warm. On this
pleasant January weekend, our goal was to
send· two survey parties through these sumps
continuing the existing map. George Veni,
Jerry Johnson and Michael Glover headed up
the .longer cold water passage, scuba gear
in tow, while \-layne, Michael Sheffer and I
waded with our tanks toward the Bano Caliei~te' , the warm water sump. I had never
dived before and Michael, a geologist
friend working in Mexico, was a novice
cJver, however Wayne's efficient instructions and our practice in the 'Bano' made
the short dive go smoothly.
. While the United States shivered away its
record deep freeze, the 88 degree F of the
water and air made this cave trip the warmest I had experienced. A prominently placed
guide rope on the right side of the "Bano'
led us through 18 feet or so of sump to
the air filled passage beyond. On the left
side of the 'Bano' no air passage exists

82' NSS Conv.
The 1982 NSS Convention is to be held at
Bend, Oregon during the week of June 27th
to July 3rd. Here are some of the addresses
of people organizing the different parts
of the convention that y.ou may want to
write to:
Pre-registration: Lynne Sims; 505 Roosevelt
Street; Oregon City, OR 97045.
·
Field Trip Coordinator: Dennis Glasby;
3580 SW 104th St #1; Beaverton, OR 97005.
Geology/Biology Field Trips: Ellen Benedict;
8106 SE Carlton St; Portland, OR 97206.
Cave Biology Trip: Mark Perkins; 5130 SW
Idaho; Portland, OR 97221.
Direct any other requests to Mike Sims,
Program
Chairman, at above registration
address.
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